WHEN YOU KILL A FOE, GAIN 3 BLOOD.
AT THE END OF EACH ROUND OF PLAY, THE WIZARD WITH
THE STANDEE IN FRONT OF HIM OR HER GAINS

1 BLOOD FROM THE POOL.
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oday I had my throat ripped out by a giant pair of sentient testicles.
You heard that right ... a huge pair of men’s balls. Enormous and
round with flailing whip-like tentacles, its fleshy exterior covered in
veins and wiry hair. It's odd how the little details become so crystal
clear in that last second before you die.
I laughed for a moment as the blood gurgled and sprayed from my mouth.
What a ridiculous thing to have happen.
I was a farmer once. I grew things before Uncle Andy came. Now I don’t
care about farming, I mean, how can I? I am endlessly wickedly awesome!
And Uncle Andy wants me to fight, so I FIGHT!
I cast one deadly magic bolt after another. With the smell of hot popping ozone
snapping around me, I fire off a huge green arc of lighting and turn my pussy
opponent's head into an exploding exclamation point of goo! Farewell bullshit enemy,
may your brief time in the void be cold solace before you are dragged back to this
EPIC nightmare to fight, kill, and die again in an endless, soul-crushing loop.
I won't lie, the never ending wizard battle is a 24/7 nightmare as the world
continues to spin out of control, untethered further and further from any sane
version of reality.
And just when we thought it could not get any more surreal, any more
unbearably bizarre, a new type of spell has been introduced. Yes, a new and
even more twisted gift from dear Uncle Andy has been added to our earth
shattering arsenal. The warlock who has it all and is frankly bored of simply
detonating people into fiery chunks of viscera, behold:

YES, NOW WE CAN SUMMON FUCKING MONSTERS TO KILL PEOPLE FOR US!
You don’t even have to do it yourself, now you can summon a twisted
nightmare creature from … shit, I assume the very bowels of hell itself. Of
course, that means you will also be on the receiving end of this boon. So,
you have BEING DEVOURED ALIVE to look forward to!

I used to like being radical to the max. I mean, who wouldn't? Filled with power,
the tingly raw sensation of commanding lightening and fire, the sudden elation
when you realize the rules don’t apply anymore. Who gives a shit about
anything? Fuck it, you could summon a Demonic Dung-Nadoo and bury your
opponent in an avalanche of crap, or fire a huge meteor and obliterate half a
village in a blink of the eye.
You didn't have power. You WERE power. And fuck anyone that told you
different. What could possibly be better? What else mattered? For a couple of
hundred years, nothing else did …
But it’s getting old, and so am I. Sure, I am not the simple farmer I once was, I am
a bad-ass wizard! But deep down, my core is changing, the years are burying me.
You can see it my eyes, the weight of eternity.
I have died a thousand times. Shit, maybe more. I have honestly lost count.
Every time is more balls-out epic than the last, at least that's what I tell myself.
Each time a pink lightning beam burns my eyes out or some other awful
bullshit spell tears my limbs off and I slowly bleed to death, I always return to
one thought. Invariably, as I hear the other wizard whooping and hollering
about being a “SUPER BAD ASS WINNER” and I lay dying, I close my eyes and
picture the face of my daughter as she was, a beautiful little girl. I close my
eyes and pray that this nightmare will end and once and for all I will stay dead.

And yet, there is a glimmer of hope. I have heard a rumor that dear Andy may
have made a mistake, if gods can make mistakes. He gave us the ability to
summon entities from who knows where.
Maybe, just maybe, if something as awful as Uncle Andy can exist, then maybe
the Grim Reaper exists also. Maybe summoning the Reaper will help me find a
way out of this nightmare…

Your hand will consist of various Spell Components:
40 Source Cards
40 Quality Cards
40 Delivery Cards
8 Wild Magic Cards

8 Oversized Hero Cards
6 Blood Counters
25 Treasure Cards
25 Dead Wizard Cards

SOURCE

QUALITY

Deal 3 damage to the foe on your left.
Pay 2 Blood: Deal 3 damage to each foe instead.

Take the Standee and give it to a foe who didn't
already have it. Then deal 3 damage to that foe.
Pay 3 Blood: Kill all of that foe's Creatures first.

7 Last Wizard Standing Tokens
6 Skull Life Counters
4 Six-Sided Dice
1 Standee

Blast your opponents into
smoldering bits of goo.
If you defeat each of your
foes, you earn a Last Wizard Standing token.
Earn two of these, and you win the match!

ARCANE

Combine all of the
Source, Quality,
Delivery, and Wild Cards into
one deck. Then shuffle each deck
separately. Each player chooses a
Wizard to play.
Each Wizard starts each game with 20 Hit Points. Place a skull counter on
the 20 (found on your Hero card) and use it to mark your gains and losses
of Hit Points. Place a Blood Counter next to your Wizard card, down by the
1, but not on the card. You start the match with 0 Blood. You can raise
your HP and Blood up to a maximum of 25.
Place the Spell deck (the cards with the black backs) and the Standee in the middle
of the play area. Place the Treasure and Dead Wizard decks off to the side.
A match consists of number of short games. A game
consists of enough rounds for a player to win that
game. During each round, players will create spells,
blast their opponents, collect fabulous treasures, and most importantly,
try to survive. The Wizard who can stand tall when all other Wizards have
been disintegrated wins that game and earns a Last Wizard Standing token.
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Each Source is named
after a legendary
Wizard. When you cast
your spell, the Source
will give credit where
credit is due.
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DELIVERY

Target: Foe on your left
Roll Power

12

1-4 2 damage
5-9 3 damage
10+ 4 damage, and you draw a Treasure. KEEP

QUALITY

ARCANE CREATURE

Each Quality allows
you, the Wizard, to
inject some of your
own creativity into
your spell. These
adjectives give your
Spell flavor, often giving
your foes a taste of the
trauma they’re about
to suffer.

DELIVERY

2
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A Delivery is the big
boom—the cataclysmic
finality of your Spell,
sure to leave your foes
bloodied and begging for
mercy. Deliveries all
have an Initiative
number and require a
Power Roll. (More on
that stuff later.)

Each Spell may contain up to three different Components. A spell can contain
no more than one of each type of Component (Source, Quality, and
Delivery). These are all legal spells:

ARCANE
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Target: Weak
est foe
you Power
IfRoll
Roll one die and gain that much Blood. much HP.
1-4 1
that
roll a 4 or less, your weakest foe heals
5-9 2 damage

You draw two Treasures.
Each foe who has not acted
this
foe 2onBlood: round draws one Treasure.
ge to thePay
Each
ge to must destroy foe who has acted this round
to deal dama
one of their Treasures.
Use one die die to deal dama
ee or
Roll two dice. Use the second
the Stand
your left. unless you have .
yourself, you pay 1 Blood
ARCANE
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Roll one die:
1-2 Take the Standee
3-4 Draw a Treasure
5+ Do both
Reaction: If you die before this card resolves, draw
a Treasure and play it at the start of the next game.
SOURCE

DARK
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Deal 3 damag
e to your
with a Creaturstrongest foe. If they block
e, gain 1 Blood.

3

damage,
10+ 4 damag
and
e, then dealyou take 1 damage
2 damage
to your strong
est foe. KEEP

DARK CREAT
URE
QUALITY
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Each Wizard draws from the Main Deck until he or
she has a full hand of eight cards.
1-4

1-4 1 damage
5-9 2 damage
10+ 4 damage
DARK CREATURE

3

Target: One foe who does not have
the Standee
Roll Power

13

Pay 1 Blood: KEEP
Target: Strongest foe
Roll Power
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DELIVERY

11

1 damage

ee.
5-9 2 damage
foe for each
Take the Stand
10+ 3 damage, or 6 damage
ge to each
if target is last foe. KEEP
: Deal 2 dama token in play.
Pay 1 BloodWizard Standing
Last
ELEMENTAL CREATURE ©2015
DARK
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e to each foe.
Deal 1 damag5 damage instead.
Deal
Pay 5 Blood:

DELIVERY

ELEMEN TAL
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Add a Delivery card from your hand to your spell.
Target: Foe with the most Blood
Pay 4 Blood: Reveal cards from the Main Deck until
Roll Power
you reveal a Creature, and then add it to your spell.

SOURCE

ILLUSION
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1-4 2 damage
5-9 3 damage
10+ 4 damage. KEEP

ELEMENTAL CREATURE
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DELIVERY
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Notice the nameplate banner? A full three-card Spell will always have a
complete nameplate with a beginning, middle, and end. Sources are always
the leftmost card of your Spell, Qualities are always found in the middle, and
a Delivery is always the rightmost card of a Spell.
These are examples of illegal Spells:

Heal 1 HP for each Creature
and
in play.
the Standee ge to
Pay X Blood: Heal X additional
Either take
3 dama
HP.
Choose one: to each foe OR deal
Standee.
ge
deal 1 damawho does not have the
PRIMAL
a foe
: Do both.
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Pay 3 Blood
SOURCE
SOURC E
ELEME NTAL
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Deal 1 damage to each foe.
A foetoof your choice who
Pay 1 Blood: Choose a foe. They take damage equal
st foe. your Blood, and you take damage equal to their Blood. a Treasure. Then does not have a Treasure draws
to your stronge
deal 2 damage to each foe
Deal 3 damage damage to each foe with a
with a Treasure.
7
g token.
Pay 4 Blood: Deal
Last Wizard Standin
PRIMAL
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When all Wizards are done placing their cards
on the table, the order of Spell resolution
must be determined. At this time, each
Wizard should call out the number of
Components in his or her Spell: one, two, or three.
Wizards who played one Spell Component take their turns before Wizards
who played two or three Spell Components. Wizards who played two
Spell Components take their turns before Wizards who played three Spell
Components.

QUALITY

2

If a Wizard reveals an illegal spell, he or she must choose and remove cards
from it until the spell becomes legal. Place those removed cards into the
discard pile. Note that a player may never play more than 3 components. If
they do, they must return the additional cards to their hand before announcing
the size of their spell.
A Wizard must play all the Components
of a Spell face down into the play area
directly in front of him or her. You may
stack your cards up, spread them out, or even keep them under your hand
if you wish to hide the number of Components you are playing—opposing
Wizards don’t have the right to thumb through your cards to check. Here is
what the table might look like when all Wizards have placed their Spells.

If two or more players declare the same number of
Components in their spell, then those Wizards announce
their Initiative numbers.
Find your Delivery's Initiative number in the flaming ember
next to the end of the card name banner.
You may peek at your Delivery to find this out, but don’t
reveal the card yet. A Wizard who didn’t play a Delivery
Component or has a Wild Magic card in his Delivery slot has
an Initiative of 0. (More on Wild Magic cards later.)
The highest Initiative Delivery acts first. If there is a tie for highest
Initiative, each tied Wizard rolls a die, and the high roller resolves his or
her Spell first.
Example: In a four-player game, three players each declare three
Components, while one player declares two Components. The player with
only two Components will act first in the round. When that player’s Spell is
done resolving, the other three players call out their Initiative numbers.
Let’s say they are 17, 14, and 14. The 17 Initiative will act first amongst
the players at three Components, as it’s the highest Initiative. When that
player’s Spell is done resolving, the two players at Initiative 14 each roll a
die to break the tie. The high roller will act first, then the low roller will
act last in the round.

When your Initiative comes up, reveal the Components of your Spell.
Now, in your best Epic Wizard Voice, read the name of your Spell in
dramatic fashion in this order: Source, Quality, Delivery. Your play
group can decide the proper punishment for a Wizard who fails to read
the full name of their Spell before starting to resolve it.

Each Spell Component has a magic type, represented by a word and a
glyph on the card.
The five types of magic are:
Hurt foes. Gain Treasure. Still time for tea.

If your Spell is missing any of the elements:
MISSING THE SOURCE: Use your Hero’s name or use your own name.

Deal with forces beyond your control as you dispense
unrighteous magiks.

MISSING THE QUALITY: You don’t have to add an adjective here, but feel
free to make up something creative.

Ignite your foes, then laugh at their screams of fiery anguish.

MISSING THE DELIVERY: Use any magical word, like cantrip, conjuration,
or invocation.

You never know what you'll get, except corpses.
Whether you heal damage or deal damage, it all
revolves around deep wounds.

Resolve the effects of the cards in your spell in the order they are read:
Source first
Quality second
Delivery last
If a new component enters your spell while you are resolving it, and it's
of a type that you have already resolved, finish resolving your current
component, then resolve the new one. Example: Your Quality puts a
Source into play, but you have already resolved your Sources. No
matter. Resolve the new Source before proceeding to your Delivery.

When you make a Power Roll, look at the glyph on the card that requires
the roll. You roll one six-sided die for every card in your spell that has
that glyph.
In other words, if you play one Primal Component and it requires a
Power Roll, you’ll roll one six-sided die. If you had played three Primal
Components in that spell, you would have rolled three six-sided dice
instead.
There are many other effects, combos, and Treasures that let you roll
more dice with certain Power Rolls.

Most Spells have targets. Most of the time, your Spell
will dictate its own target. Keep these targets in mind
when creating your Spell! A target can be random; a foe
on or your left, right, or left and right; each foe; or various
other criteria. If it’s a healing Spell, the target will be you. The target of a
Spell Component must be determined before any dice are rolled.
The strongest foe is the foe with the most Hit Points.
The weakest foe is the foe with the fewest Hit
Points. If there is a tie, you get to choose
who you want to consider strongest or
weakest. You are not your own foe, so if you are the strongest or
weakest Wizard, you don’t count.
A stronger foe is any foe with more Hit Points than
you. A weaker foe is any foe with fewer Hit Points
than you. If there is a tie, you get to choose who
you want to consider strongest or weakest. If a foe
has the same amount of HP as you, they are neither
stronger nor weaker.
Starting with the player to your left, distribute
values on a single six-sided die to each of the legal
targets for the effect. Then roll a die to see who
the victim will be. (See example on page 16.)

Some Spell Components can add cards your Spell.
Adding cards this way doesn’t make a spell illegal.
Added cards should be placed vertically adjacent to
the Components of the same type. If you have
multiple unresolved Spell Components of the same
type, you resolve them in the order of your choice.

Creatures are a subset of the Delivery
component. All of the Deliveries in this set are also
Creatures. The word Creature appears in the
lower left corner of the card. Creatures are
unique in that they can stay in play at the end of your casting. Most
Creatures have the word KEEP somewhere on them. When you Keep a
Creature, leave it face up in front of you. You don’t discard it with the
rest of your spell components after resolving your spell. Most of the time
you trigger the Keep keyword by rolling well on Power Rolls. Some
cards allow you to pay something to Keep the Creature around.
With a face-up Creature in play, you have a new friend! This faithful
companion is even willing to sacrifice its life for you. Anytime you would
take any damage from a foe, you may instead choose to discard a
face-up Creature you have in play. Doing so negates the damage to you,
but not other players (if it hit multiple targets). Creatures cannot absorb
self-inflicted damage. A Creature that is unresolved (face down) in your
spell is not eligible for this kind of loyalty. If a card deals multiple instances
of damage, like 2 and then 2 more later, a Creature only blocks one
instance of damage. If a card deals 2 damage, or 4 damage if you are the
strongest foe (or whatever)… that is a single instance of 4 damage, so
one Creature will absorb it all.
While protecting you like a guard dog is certainly useful, if you hold onto
your Creature until the next round, you get to attack with it again when
your initiative comes up. In fact, you must! You cannot choose to skip
making a Power Roll for it.
• A “kept” Creature does not add to the spell component card count
that determines how quickly you cast your spell. For example, if you play
a 3-card spell and you have kept two Creatures from previous rounds,
you are still playing a 3-card spell, not a 5-card spell.
• For the fun of it, you should add your kept Creatures to your spell
name announcement.
• The glyphs on your kept Creatures ARE counted amongst all of the
glyphs for your spell.
Count the glyphs that match your kept Creature and roll, just as if it
were part of your spell. It’s certainly possible to Keep a Creature
around for several rounds if you are lucky enough to roll a KEEP result
each time. But if you don’t roll KEEP again, it is discarded at the end of
your turn as usual.

If a card says to kill a foe’s Creature, and then deal damage to that
player, the Creature dies before it can jump in the way of any damage.
Only cards that specifically target or mention Creatures can choose to hit
Creatures. You can’t choose to hit a foe’s Creature with generic
damage. Only that foe may choose whether or not to have the Creature
absorb the damage. If the damage is random, wait until the value has been
determined before deciding. You don’t need to decide before you know
how much is coming at you. No matter how little or great the damage,
the Creature absorbs it all, and then the Creature card is discarded. Zero
damage does not kill a Creature.
When you die, discard any Creatures you have in play. You should have
sacrificed them to stay alive, numbskull!
You might have noticed the 6 Blood drip markers on the
punch-out sheet. Those are for tracking the Blood you
collect throughout the game. Blood is a secondary resource
you can spend to increase the potency of many spell components,
treasures, and dead wizard cards. You start each match with no Blood.
When you kill a foe, gain 3 Blood. Killing off your foes is the easiest way to
gain Blood. You get no Blood for killing yourself. You’re not around to
collect it! As you gain Blood, move your blood drip marker up on your
wizard’s character sheet. Your Blood and HP will be kept track of on the
same sheet, so don’t confuse the two counters. The skull is your Hit Points,
while the blood drop is your Blood stockpile.
You maintain your Blood count from game to game during a match. Do not
reset it when you die. You might even be able to gain or spend some while
you are dead. You cannot have more than 25 Blood at any time.
A Blood payment looks like this: “Pay n Blood: (Effect).” The n is a number
between 1 and 8, and the effect is what you get for your investment. If the
“number” is an X, you may pay as much or as little Blood as you wish, but it
must all be paid at once. A Blood payment on a spell component may be made a
single time during the casting. A Blood payment on a Treasure may be made
once per round and only during your initiative.
If you don’t have the Blood to spend, you cannot make the payment and
you don’t get the effect. Paying a Blood cost is part of the activation of that
spell component. You must choose to pay it or not before dealing any
damage, rolling any dice, etc. You can’t kill a foe, gain 3 Blood, and then pay
a Blood cost on the spell component you used to kill that foe.
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WILD MAGIC
You might be lucky enough to draw a
Wild Magic card from the Main Deck.
These special cards don’t have a
Component type. Instead, they may take
the place of any Component type. For example, if you don’t have a
Quality in your hand but you still wish to play a three-Component Spell,
you can place a Wild Magic card in your Spell to act as the missing Component.
from their
you a Creature
you
If that foe gives
does not give
Choose a foe. to your spell. If that foe ge to them.
hand, add it
one die of dama
a Creature, deal
PRIMA L
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SOURC E

Target: Strongest
foe
Roll Power

10

1-4 KEEP
5-9 2 damage
10+ 4 damage
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PRIMAL CREATURE
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DELIVERY

When your Spell is revealed, immediately reveal cards from the top of the
main deck until you find the type of Component you’re missing. Add it to
your spell and then discard the Wild Magic card and the rest of the
revealed cards. If you played more than one Wild Magic card in your
Spell, repeat this process for each one. Read the name of your Spell only
after you have replaced all of your Wild Magic cards.
TREASURES
Treasures are powerful items that some Spell Components can award
you. When you gain a Treasure, it is always placed face up in front of
you for all to see. Treasures are never placed into your hand. But look
out! Some crafty Wizards may try to steal your Treasures.
THE DEAD WIZARD DECK
When a Wizard is slain, he or she discards the cards in his or her hand,
discards his or her Treasures, and immediately draws a card from the
Dead Wizard Deck. Being dead isn’t enough to put a Wizard completely
out of the action. At the start of each new round of the game, each dead
Wizard draws a Dead Wizard card. If the other Wizards take a few
rounds to kill each other off, you will end up with several Dead Wizard
cards. These cards will help you win the next game.
Some Dead Wizard cards have the words "Resolve now" on them. These
cards resolve immediately when drawn instead of at the start of the next
game. You should keep them in front of you until the end of the game, so
the other players can see how many Dead Wizard cards you have drawn.
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See that awesomely gory cardboard thing, with the slot cut into the base?
Insert tab A into slot B and it stands up. That makes it a Standee and it has a
part to play in the game! He who holds the Standee will find extra bonuses
on many cards in the set. When you see the words “Standee: (Effect)”
on a card you play, and you have the Standee at the time, you get the
effect listed after the word “Standee.” If you don’t have the Standee,
no one gets the Standee bonus on cards you play.

Some spell components have the keyword “Reaction” on them. Reaction
cards let you spring a surprise on a foe in case of your untimely death. If
a Reaction card is in your spell and you are unceremoniously killed
before you get the chance to resolve the card with the word Reaction
on it, you get the effect listed. Reaction cards might allow a wizard with
low HP to play a larger spell and still get in some good licks even if they die
before casting it.

The Standee starts each game controlled by no one. Leave it in the middle
of the play area. No one gets any benefit from it while it is not controlled.

Note that Reaction cards in hand do nothing. They must be waiting in the
spell cards you’ve placed to be able to trigger. A Reaction can even
trigger if you die to self-inflicted damage, as long as you have not started
resolving the Reaction component. If your own Source kills you, and
your Quality and/or Delivery has a Reaction, it will trigger! If you own
Delivery kills you, a Reaction on that Delivery and already-resolved
Sources and/or Qualities will not trigger.

• At the end of each round of play, the
player with the Standee keeps it, and
gains 1 Blood from the pool.
• If you slay a foe who has the
Standee, you take it. If you are now
the Last Wizard Standing, the round
also ends, so see the above bullet.
• At the start of a new game in a
match, the Standee is returned to the
middle of the table.

This method of play is great for 5-6 player games or if you have very
little time to play. Instead of playing until one player has two Last Wizard
Standing tokens, you play a Three-Game Match. Instead of collecting LWS
tokens, you score points for killing your foes and staying alive. Keep
score using Last Wizard Standing tokens, pennies, or just write it down.
Best to avoid using six-sided dice to keep score, as they tend to get picked
up to make Power Rolls.
• For each foe you kill, score 1 point (and 3 Blood as usual)
• If you are the Last Wizard Standing in a game, score 1 point
You get no points or Blood for killing yourself. After 3 games have
completed, compare scores. The highest score wins! If there’s a tie, the
tied player who was most recently the Last Wizard Standing in the match is
the winner.
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In a four player game, a foe who played a two-Component
Spell has already acted. With an initiative of 16, you are the
fastest of the three-Component Spells, so yours resolves first.

Now that you have resolved your Source, you move on to your Quality,
Sparkling, which reads,
“Deal one die of damage to a random foe.
Standee: Then deal 2 damage to a different foe.”
You assign the numbers 1-2 to the foe on your left,
3-4 to the next foe, and 5-6 to your last foe. You
then roll 1 die, getting a 4. Sorry Dennis. Now you
roll the die to see how much damage he takes, rolling
a 3. Dennis takes 3 damage. Hey, Megan, no laughing
at Dennis! Oh, wait, what's this? Because you have
the Standee, you get to deal 2 damage to a different
foe (someone other than Dennis). So you choose to
deal it to Megan. That's what you get for laughing!

Now that your Quality is done resolving, we move to your Delivery, which is
Tentakiller. It targets one foe with no Creatures in play. None have any, so you can
attack any foe. Now you need to make a Power Roll to determine the outcome.

The source of your spell is A.D.H. Deezi, so it will
resolve first. It reads:
“Take the Standee. If you’re taking it from a
living foe, also deal 3 damage to a different foe.”

Your Delivery has an Illusion glyph at the bottom left of
the card. That gives you one die right there. But your
Source also has an Illusion glyph. Any components with
glyphs that match your Delivery's glyph (including itself)
add to your Power Roll. So with two Illusion glyphs in
your spell, you get to make a two die Power Roll. You
roll a 7, so looking at the card we see that lands in the
“5-9: 2 damage. KEEP”
You deal 2 damage to Megan, and you get to keep
your Creature in play. You can use it to block
incoming damage you would take, or you can resolve
it again during your next spell.

You take the Standee, but since no one had it at the
time, you don't deal 3 damage to anyone.
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WHEN YOU ARE DONE RESOLVING ALL THE COMPONENTS OF YOUR SPELL,
DISCARD EACH OF YOUR RESOLVED COMPONENTS, AND THE NEXT WIZARD
GETS TO REVEAL HIS OR HER SPELL AND START RESOLVING IT.
WHEN THE DUST SETTLES AND THERE IS BUT ONE WIZARD
ALIVE, THE GAME ENDS AND THAT WIZARD EARNS A LAST
WIZARD STANDING TOKEN. IN THE UNLIKELY EVENT THAT A
WIZARD KILLS HIMSELF, LEAVING NO WIZARDS ALIVE, THAT
WIZARD STILL EARNS THE TOKEN. GOING OUT IN A BLAZE OF
GLORY IS NEVER FROWNED UPON IN AN EPIC SPELL WAR!
ALL TREASURES AND ALL CARDS IN EACH WIZARD’S HAND ARE DISCARDED AT THE END
OF EACH GAME. NONE OF THE DECKS SHOULD BE RESHUFFLED UNTIL THEY RUN OUT OF
CARDS. THIS ENSURES THAT YOU WILL SEE A WIDE VARIETY OF DIFFERENT CARDS
DURING EACH GAME. AFTER EVERYONE HAS CLEARED THEIR CARDS, WIZARDS WITH
DEAD WIZARD CARDS SHOULD THEN GATHER THE BONUSES THOSE CARDS HAVE GRANTED
(EXTRA HP, TREASURE, ETC.) AND THEN DISCARD THE DEAD WIZARD CARDS.
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MAIN DECKS, AND PLAYERS GET TO CHOOSE WHICH
ONE TO DRAW/REVEAL CARD FROM WHENEVER
THEY WOULD DRAW OR REVEAL CARDS.

OFFICE MANAGER

RUMI “LAZULI-LULI” ASAI
VANESSA “DIABLO NIÑO” JIMENEZ

MICHAEL ALEXANDER, LOGAN BONNER, TODD BURKLIN, SEAN DAWSON, ERIC ESCHENBACH, LISA ESCHENBACH, MIKE FEHLAUER,
PAUL HUGHES, MARK JESSUP, CORY JONES, ROB LIGHTNER, MAX MAGIERA, SUNGA ROSE, ROB WATKINS

VALERIE & HOLIDAY JONES, MICHAEL KIRCHHOFF, D&D, BIG GULPS, DORITOS, THE WORD ‘EPIC’,
AMY KELLER, TANIA & BRANDON SEPENUK, LIEKA, GYPSEY, TRAVIS, CHARLOTTE, WILLIAM BRINKMAN, PHIL CAPE,
JAVIER CASILLAS, ALEX CHARSKY, DAN CLARK, MATT DUNN, KYLE HEUER, MATT HOFFMAN,
APRIL JONES, ERIK LARSEN, LACY LODES, CYNTHIA LOYD-PETERSON, SARA MIGUEL, GEORGE NADEAU,
MATTHIAS NAGY, DANIEL SISKIN, BEN STOLL, LISA VILLAIRE, DREW WALKER, MARYCARMEN WILBER, CHRIS WOODS

IF A SPELL COMPONENT COPIES A
CREATURE DELIVERY, IT CANNOT KEEP.
IT REVERTS TO A NON-CREATURE
AT THE END OF YOUR CASTING.
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